
Polynomials, permutations, and
the Paris metro

Nate Harman • 9 October 2021

Suppose I have several polynomials p1(x), p2(x), . . . , pn(x), which for
small negative values of x < 0 satisfy p1(x) > p2(x) > · · · > pn(x), so
their graphs are neatly stacked in order. Then at x = 0 catastrophe
happens: all of the polynomials satisfy pi(0) = 0 and their graphs all
collide at the origin in spectacular fashion.

A moment later, for small x > 0, the graphs split apart once again
but in some new order pa1(x) > pa2(x) > · · · > pan(x).

What can we say about this new ordering? What does this have to
do with the Paris Metro?

at 4pm in EH1360

Pizza and pop outside afterwards!
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Optimization and its applications

in robotics, nanoparticles,

and marine surface vehicles models

Dao Nguyen • 17 March 2022

The talk is devoted to deriving necessary optimality conditions in an optimization

problem for fully controlled constrained sweeping processes, and applications to

three practical dynamical models.

Free pizza and pop afterwards!
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An Introduction to Disease Modeling

Jessie Conrad • 24 March 2022

Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) modeling has been used extensively over

the last century as a basic framework for predicting disease spread through

populations. Techniques have been developed to calculate the average invasion

speed (called the reproduction number), epidemic peak size, equilibria, and the

impact of mitigation tactics. Here we will review some of this work, and present

current extensions to this model using spatial spread and mitigation strategies.
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